University of Arkansas Libraries
Discovery Implementation Steering Committee meeting 5/10/2016

Present: Mary Gilbertson, Beth Juhl, Kathleen Lehman,

- Discussed BePress and Content DM ingesting (will hold off on BePress)
- Discussed deleting procedures
- Want to schedule a Summon Show and Tell for next Wednesday.
- Kathleen: Still waiting to hear about Syndetics and API terms
- Sharai Perkes presented the webinar on Customizing Summon. Kathleen will

To-dos:
- Kathleen:
  - forward mini-workbook from Brad
  - check with evening crew on schedule (would like to have Dennis attend Show and Tell)
  - email Brad new questions re: exclude catalog records other than location code and about OAI harvesting
  - post link to recording from the training in Basecamp.
- Beth: provide text to Kathleen for above questions
- Deb Kulczak (via Mary): contact Law and Crystal Bridges to discuss procedures for deleting records.

Completed Tasks:
- Initialization Phase
  - Complete configuration training
- Configuration Phase
  - Review IEDL (direct linking) titles for URLs needing proxying

Next meeting:
- User testing?